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Healthier babies: the genetic era.
1984. March of Dimes Birth Defects

COMPUTERS

Foundation,WhitePlains,NY. 3/4" or
/2" colorvideocassette,
20 min., purchase $45. 16 mm, purchase $85.

Computers in your life. 1985. National Geographic. Washington, D.C.
Two sound-filmstrips, 30 minutes.
Purchase$61.95.

living.

These programswould be useful for
the fourth to sixth grade teacher who
needs to introduce a section on computers. The color framesillustratewell
the basic ideas being presented. Each
idea is briefly introduced and then
supported with an example.
Although the filmstrips are an excellent introduction to the world of
computers, the teacher's guide is
sorely lacking. Ratherthan present activities that would stimulate thought
and ideas on the workings of computers, it is mainly a script of the cassettes. In order for the students to
better understand that computers require specific directions in their programs, an example of an activity
might have been, "Have the students
write specific directions to make a
peanut butter sandwich. When they
have finished, produce the necessary
materialsand follow their instructions
exactly, as a computer would." Instead, the guide suggests "Students
might be encouraged to discuss
various ways that information is
stored and processed." This suggestion does not seem appropriatefor the
grade level that the filmstrip addresses. Thus, rather than this being
an interdisciplinary tool for the
teaching of English, math and science,
the filmstrips simply become a substi-
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Colchester,VT05446

An introduction to DNA and protein
synthesis. 1984. Carolina Biological.
Burlington, NC. Soundfilmstrip. 24
minutes. Purchase$34.
A broad overview of DNA and protein synthesis is presented. The structure of DNA, the components of
DNA, the differences between DNA
and RNA, and the process of protein
synthesis are included. The level is
appropriate for advanced secondary
or college.
The programfails in its stated objective to be an introduction. In its extremelybroadand genial presentation,
many scientiticterms and theories are
presented without adequately preparing the learner. The explanations
fail to follow any logical patterns of
development of concept. The program
rambles from generalities to specifics
of structuraldesign without truly explaining either.
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An elementary introduction, these
filmstripsaddress two basic questions
about computers. The first, "Whatis a
Computer?"introduces the student to
the concept of computer languages
such as Logo and Basic, to basic terms
like program, CPU and microchip,
and to various ways to input information and receive output from the computer. The second filmstrip, "What
Can Computers Do?" answers the
question with more than 20 examples
of how computers are used in business, medicine, sports and everyday

A realistic view is presented of the
problems encountered when birth defects occur. Through the use of four
case studies, the impact on the child,
the family and society is examined.
The defects shown are genetic and/or
environmentally caused with emphasis on the fact that many genetic
diseases are preventable and treatable. The case of a young girl with
diet-controlled phenylketonuria
(PKU)is used as an example of a treatable genetic disease. A boy permanently retarded, both physically and
mentally, graphically depicts fetal alcohol syndrome. The cases of two
other children show the effects of
Turner'sSyndrome (a young girl with
only one X chromosomeinstead of the
normal two) and spina bifida. In each
case, the parents of the children and
health care professionals discuss
feelings of guilt and coping methods.
A strong feature of the film is the
emphasis on the importanceof genetic
counseling whenever inherited disease is present or suspected. In addition, the importanceof a healthy prenatal environmentis stressed. Parents
are reminded of the majorimpact that
they may have on the development of
their unborn child. Procedures of genetic screening which allow doctors to
intervene to prevent the onset of disease are discussed.
The film has a wide potential audience. Although some factual material
on genetics is presented, it is not
enough to overwhelm high school
students at any level. This film would
be a valuable addition to a genetics
unit in any biology or life science class
and would be very appropriate for
health classes. The portrayal of prenatal testing (amniocentesis) and the
birth of a baby should be taken into
considerationwhen showing the film
to a younger age group.
Knowledge about genetic disorders
has changed dramatically over the
past few years. In a time when young
women are becoming mothers at an
increasingly younger age, the film is

an effective way of presenting some
very realistic and practical considerations for anyone thinking of becoming pregnant. High school students in particularare often unaware
of availablemedical help.
The accompanyinguser guide is accurate and comprehensive. It emphasizes the fact that responsibility for
ensuring the health of newborns belongs to all of us. A list of suggested
discussion topics enables the presenter to stress this point. In addition,
the guide provides backgroundinformation and a list of suggested
readings. Supplementary materials
availablefrom the Marchof Dimes are
described.
ElizabethA. Carvellas

